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Our minds respond strongly to visual stimulation. A powerful way to bring your goals to fruition is by

creating a vision board that uses pictures, images, and affirmations as a tangible representation of

your dreams, goals, and ideal life; however, when we consider using the vision board as a visual

form of prayer, not only do we add another dimension to our prayer experience but we also create a

vision board that moves beyond religion to engage our spirit and enlighten our soul. In the book

Visual Prayer:How to Create a Spiritual Vision Board, Dr. Green shares this free will philosophy

through an easy 4 steps process, that you too can use to create one of the most valuable

visualization tools available - a Spiritual Vision Board.
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I love the way Dr. Cris reminded her readers in each chapter to keep God first in all that is done. I

loved how she broke down the ask, believe and receive; using scripture as a point of reference.

Reading this book was a thought provoking reminder to me personally that I have work to do; God

hasn't given up on me, He is my daily provider. My job is to ask in faith, believe that He is faithful to

His word and place myself in a position to Receive all His blessings.I also enjoyed the different

examples of the vision boards...a blessing to all of those who want to make 2016 a year of blessings

overflowing. Thank you Dr. Cris!!! Be blessed

Dr. Green's "Visual Prayer" makes it ok to dream ridiculous dreams and helps the imagination reach

for the impossible. No filler in this bookâ€”skimming over fluff and turning pages to get to what is

relevant is not requiredâ€”concise, thorough and clear.



Visual Prayer is groundbreaking... A perfect example of how we are One with God and the

Universe. For any person looking for positive change and enlightenment in their lives, this book is a

definite must read! I guarantee after reading Visual Prayer by Dr. Crystal Green, you will be out the

door to purchase all the supplies needed to get started on your new and improved life! God Bless!-

Lisa Alvarez INC

The latest offering from one of our most inspirational minds in the field of Visual Intention. If you're

really interested in elevating your life and relationships to new highs and you're looking for One

Thing to help you do that, this book is IT! I dare anyone to actually take action on what she teaches

and NOT be blessed, inspired and renewed. Bravo Dr. Green! And Thank You for being such a

blessing to us all.

This book is amazing and explains and connects deep spiritual wisdom to what we all know deep

within already. Visualization and using affirmations are prayer and connect us back to who we are

and the abundance that is out there for us! I recommend this book to anyone who is seeking more

meaning in their lives and change in their current circumstances! Great read and the process and

principles are simple and easy to connect with!

Dr Crystal's book is a tool for Visual Board opportunity. In Visual Prayer you will see actual visual

boards that many people have experienced positive results... The Lord blessed them with. I have

had the privilege to attend a live class taught by Dr. Crystal. Visual Prayer is a perfect gift for all

ages!!!

Dr. Green offers a wonderfully spiritual guide to organizing your desires and vision for yourself and

life goals. A must read for anyone wanting to improve themselves and enrich their lives!
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